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Universal dimmer switch without N for R+L+C load. -
Dimmer flush mounted 0...400VA EUD61NP-230V

Eltako
EUD61NP-230V
61100830
4010312108062 EAN/GTIN

42,37 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Universal dimmer switch without N for R+L+C load. EUD61NP-230V Other composition, Touch operation type of operation, Universal load type, Light value memory, Can be
used with button, Flush mounting type, Screw mounting type, Material plastic, Material quality thermoplastic, Halogen-free, Surface untreated, Surface finish matt, Color blue,
Rated voltage 230 . .. 230V, control voltage 230 ... 230V, rated power 0 ... 400VA, connection type screw terminal, core cross section 4 ... 4mm², device width 45mm, device
height 45mm, device depth 18mm, min. depth of the device box 18mm, universal dimmer switch 230V without N -Connection. Without N-connection, Power MOSFET up to
400W. Standby loss only 0.5 watts. With control inputs for light buttons and light switches. For flush mounting. 45mm long, 45mm wide, 18mm deep. Universal dimmer switch
for R L and C loads up to 400W, depending on the ventilation conditions. Automatic recognition of the load type R+L or R+C. Not suitable for energy-saving lamps ESL and
230V LED lamps, please use EUD61NPL or the dimmer EUD61NPN with N connection. Control voltage 230V. Minimum load 40W. Switching at zero crossing with soft on and
soft off to protect the lamp. The minimum brightness (fully dimmed) can be set with the % rotary switch. The dimming speed can be set with the dimming speed rotary switch.
At the same time, the duration of Soft-On and Soft-Off is changed. Short control commands switch on/off, permanent control changes the brightness up to the maximum value.
An interruption of the control changes the dimming direction. The set brightness level is saved when the device is switched off. In the event of a power failure, the switching
position and the brightness level are saved and, if necessary, switched on when the supply voltage returns. Automatic electronic overload protection and over-temperature
shutdown. In the event that light switches cannot be replaced by light buttons, there is a separate control input for light switches: if the closed switch is briefly opened again, it is
dimmed until it is briefly opened again. A change in the dimming direction takes place automatically at the two vertices. In addition, the direction can be changed by briefly
opening the switch twice. With children's room circuit (only when controlled with a button): When switching on by pressing the button for a longer period of time, after approx. 1
second it is switched on with the lowest brightness and, as long as the button is pressed, it is slowly dimmed up without changing the brightness level last saved. With snooze
function (only when controlled with a button): A double pulse dims the lighting from the...
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